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- Size: 21.8 MB - Views: 2188 - Type: ZIP - Image:First-Time Solar Power Buyer? You Need to Understand These 5 Simple

Things One of the first steps in committing to a solar energy system is to do some research. Whether you are considering buying
solar panels for your home or for your business, you want to do your research first and make an informed decision. This
research will allow you to understand the state of solar energy in your area, and what options are available for you. Many

homeowners like to start with the local solar energy companies as they are often the easiest to understand and have the best solar
installation rates. Do you have all the information needed to make a smart decision? Here are some key points to keep in mind
when choosing a solar energy company to install your solar panels. Look for an experienced company with years of experience
Every solar energy company has different experience levels, so make sure you ask your prospective company which projects

they’ve done. Also, make sure you ask if they have a specific list of solar energy system projects that they are specifically
experienced with. Check out reviews Ask for some reviews of the company you are considering. Do they have a good

reputation? Do they perform good work? Are their customer service representatives responsive? Schedule a solar energy
estimate An estimate is the first step in getting any project completed. Make sure you ask for a complete project estimate that
includes the entire solar energy system, including installation. Make sure you have the project completed before committing to

the project. Don’t sign a binding contract If a solar energy company starts to try to get you to sign a contract that commits you to
a certain project, the company is most likely trying to upsell you to a more expensive system. If you are not ready to commit to

the full project, don’t sign a contract. Seek a free estimate Finally, don’t sign a contract 520fdb1ae7
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